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options and the related issues.
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Many technology rich com panies
continue to face uncertain financial
futures. The equity markets that pre
viously helped fuel the growth of
technology companies have dried up.
Financing alternatives are available to
these com panies, including some
under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.
Many troubled companies need to
raise cash and restructure their debt
obligations so that their projected
cash flows are sufficient to pay their
debt as it becomes due. Indeed, a
common method of restructuring is
to raise cash, use it to pay off some
old debt, and restructure the remain
ing debt to pay it off over a longer
time period.
It is important to develop a strate
gic reorganization plan to either pay
down or restructure existing debt. If
one is fortunate, such a plan can be
im plem ented through consensual
negotiations with creditors. It may be
necessary, however, to implement a
reorganization plan in bankruptcy
proceeding, in which a Bankruptcy
Court has the power to force imple
mentation of certain provisions of the
plan. Fortunately, not as much stigma
is attached to filing for bankruptcy as
there once was. This is especially true
if the case is planned and completed
in 60 to 90 days.
There are essentially three meth

ods of raising cash for such a strategic
reorganization plan:
Borrowing money and taking on
more debt.
2. Selling assets.
3. Selling stock in the company.
The U.S. Bankruptcy Code facili
tates each of these methods, but par
ticular issues arise if intellectual prop
erty is an im p o rta n t asset of the
troubled company.
BORROW ING MONEY

One of the first areas a troubled com
pany should review is restructuring
options that may exist with respect to
the company’s debt. Many companies
that pledge collateral to secure their
financing are required to pledge
their intangible assets, even though
the value of those assets is not consid
ered in d e te rm in in g the loan
amount. Therefore, the value of the
assets securing the current indebted
ness exceeds the amount of the debt.
If the existing lender is not willing to
lend on this additional value and will
not consent to ju n io r liens being
placed on the assets, then the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code offers the company
some alternatives. Additionally, some
lenders are more willing to lend to a
company in bankruptcy because of
the protections afforded a debtor-inpossession lender.
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Section 364 of the Bankruptcy
Code permits a debtor to borrow
money and grant a lien on its assets
to secure such a loan. These debtorin-possession loans may be secured
by junior liens, by equal liens, or by
senior liens. (Junior liens are permit
ted even if p re-petition lending
agreem ents p ro h ib it them . The
same applies to equal and senior
liens as long as adequate protection
is provided to the pre-existing
lenders.) If the court finds that a
lender is acting in good faith, then
any appeals from an order granting
such liens are moot unless the objec
tor obtains a stay pending such an
appeal.
These rules give a d e b to r a
chance to obtain new loans if it can
prove that the value of its collateral is
significant enough to provide ade
quate p rotection to pre-existing
lenders. This very substantial power
comes into play with intellectual
property, which companies generally
can pledge in consideration for new
financing.
Generally, trade secrets, patents,
and patent applications are treated
as “general intangibles” under Arti
cle 9 of the Uniform Commercial
Code.1Rights in a trademark are also
considered to be “general intangi
bles” under Article 9. The borrower,
however, must specifically grant the
secured party a security interest in
the “goodwill” of the company and
any assets that embody this goodwill
for such a lien to be valid. A lender,
therefore, may take a security inter

est in these types of collateral to
secure its debtor-in-possession
financing.
In addition, a secured lender may
take a security interest in the debtor’s
copyrights, including the right to
rental or license income.2 Taking a
security interest in a debtor’s right to
payment is a common commercial
practice and can be used in the bank
ruptcy context to give a potential
lender sufficient collateral protection
to make a debtor-in-possession loan.
Finally, a lender may also seek a secu
rity interest in the right to sue and
recover for past infringement of a
patent or a copyright.
A lternatively, re stru c tu rin g
options are available with respect to
a company’s existing debt, particu
larly its non-secured debt. When a
company is em erging from bank
ruptcy, cash is not the only currency
that can be used to pay the com
pany’s existing unsecured indebted
ness. By filing for bankruptcy, a com
pany can use its stock to pay down
debt, alter the terms of unsecured
loans, or pay out general trade credi
tors or certain taxing authorities
over time. The flexibility provided by
non-cash or longer-term payment
options can free up funds for the
company’s critical needs.
SALE OF ASSETS

A nother restructuring alternative
available to a company is a sale of all
or a portion of its assets. Many tech
nology rich companies hold intellec
tual property assets that are not cur-

rently utilized in the company’s core
business. Therefore, the company
should critically review its intellec
tual property to determine if there
are sales or licensing opportunities.
If the potential sale of these assets or
a debt restructuring will not raise suf
ficient cash to solve the company’s
cash flow problems, then a sale of
the entire company may be neces
sary. If the company can not agree to
a consensual sale with the lenders
holding liens on its assets, then the
U.S. Bankruptcy Code offers some
advantages for structuring the sale.
P aragraph Section 363 of the
Bankruptcy Code generally permits a
debtor to sell assets free and clear of
liens with the liens stripped from the
assets to then attach to the proceeds
of such a sale. This provision of the
code encourages buyers to purchase
a debtor’s property, because good
faith purchasers of the d e b to r’s
assets receive clean title to the prop
erty. Additionally, a good faith pur
chaser is protected from challengers
to the sale since any appeals from a
bankruptcy court order approving
the sale are m oot unless a stay is
obtained stopping the consumma
tion of the sale. Such stays are diffi
cult to obtain.
Many purchasers prefer the pro
tections they receive in sales from
the Bankruptcy Court. However,
purchasers who negotiate the sale
terms prior to the company’s filing
for bankruptcy run the risk that their
bid will be tru m p ed by a n o th e r
buyer offering a higher price than

1 See United States v. Antenna Sys., Inc., 252 F. Supp. 1013 (D. N.H. 1966).
2 See In re AEG Acquisition Corp., 127 B.R. 34 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 1991).
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the one they agreed to with the com
pany. This is because an agreement
to sell the company’s assets must be
approved by the Bankruptcy Court.
As part of this approval process, the
terms of the deal will be made public
and there will be time for another
bidder to submit an offer. Moreover,
the Bankruptcy Court will usually
approve the highest offer.
Generally, sales during a bank
ruptcy are conducted through an
auction, with the bankruptcy court
essentially acting as auctioneer.
Often in these types of proceedings,
the Court enters a bid procedures
order, which sets forth the rules for
the auction and the procedures for
bidding and grants the initial bidder
a break-up fee for its trouble in
negotiating the initial sale agree
m ent with the debtor. Often, the
other bidders take advantage of this
work and simply copy the contract.
The break-up fee is payable to the
initial bidder if the initial bidder
loses at the auction. These auction
sales tend to generate very good
prices for assets.
Particular issues are presented
when a debtor proposes to sell intel
lectual property. Often that intellec
tual property is in the form of a
license agreement, and the debtor
may be the licensor in some cases
and the licensee in others. Courts
have generally considered nonexclu
sive patent and copyright licenses,
along with trad em ark licensing
agreem ents to be executory con
tracts, the treatment of which is dis
cussed below.
The leading definition of what
constitutes an executory contract
is the Countryman definition, which
defines an executory contract as “a
contract under which the obliga
tion of both the bankrupt and the
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other party to the contract are so
far unperformed that the failure of
eith er to com plete perform ance
would constitute a material breach
excusing the perform ance of the
other.”3
Most nonexclusive p a te n t
licenses have been held to be execu
tory contracts under this definition.
This is because “a licensor’s obliga
tion to fo reb ear from suing the
licensee...[is] both a significant and
continuing performance obligation
that [makes] the contract executory
as to the licensor.4 Nonexclusive
copyright licenses have also been
held to constitute executory con
tracts. Additionally, a few courts
have held that trademark licensing
agreements are executory in nature.
The debtor has until confirma
tion of its plan to decide whether to
assume or reject these executory
contracts and its unexpired leases,
except that unexpired leases of nonresidential real property must gener
ally be assumed or rejected in 60
days. The decision of w hether to
assume or reject is generally left to
the debtor’s business judgment, but
m ust be approved by the Bank
ruptcy Court.5
If a debtor assumes an executory
contract, it must cure all past due
defaults. Once assumed, the contract
becomes an administrative liability,
breaches of which are paid as an
administrative claim, essentially at
100% on the dollar. If the contract is
rejected , never having been
assumed, then damages are pre-peti
tion unsecured claims that are often
paid at cents on the dollar. There
fore, in most cases, the non-debtor
party to the contract wants its con
tract to be assumed.
If the debtor chooses to assume
an executory contract, generally the

debtor may then assign that contract
to the highest bidder to generate
additional assets to pay other credi
tors. This is true even if the contract
in question contains a provision that
p ro h ib its such assignm ent. To
accomplish this, a debtor must cure
all past due defaults under the con
tract or provide adequate assurances
that it will promptly cure, and pro
vide adequate assurances of the
assignee’s ability to perform in the
future.
However, th ere is a n o table
exception to a d e b to r’s ability to
assume and assign executory con
tracts. Section 3 65(c)(1) o f the
B ankruptcy Code p ro h ib its a
debtor’s assumption and assignment
of such a contract if “applicable law
excuses a party, o th e r than the
debtor, to such contract or lease
from accepting performance from
or ren d erin g perform ance to an
entity other than the debtor or the
d e b to r in possession...and such
party does n o t co n sen t to such
assumption or assignment.” This socalled “personal services” exception
to the general rule of the assignabil
ity of executory contracts has been
held to apply to licenses of certain
types of intellectual property, where
federal or state law prohibits assign
m ent. For exam ple, some b ank
ruptcy courts have held that both the
federal patent and copyright laws are
“applicable law” prohibiting such
assignment under 11 U.S.C.§ 365(c).
Section 365(c)(1) has been inter
preted by at least one federal circuit
court to mean that a debtor may not
even assume its own non-exclusive
patent license absent consent of the
licensor.6 A nother federal circuit
court, however, has allowed a debtor
to assume such a license absent con
sent of the licensor.7 This split of

3 V ernon Countryman, Executory Contracts in Bankruptcy: Part I, Mn. L. Rev. 439, 460 (1973); see also Sharon Steel Corp. v. N at’l Fuel Gas Dist. Corp, 872 F.2d 36, 39 (3d Cir.
1989); In re Access Beyond Tech. Inc., 231 B.R. 32, 43 (Bankr. D. Del. 1999).
4 Everex Sys., Inc. v. Cadtrak Corp. (In re CFLC, Inc.), 89 F. 3d 673 (9th Cir.1996); see also Deforest Radio Tel. & TeL Co. v. U.S., 273 U.S. 236 (1927).
5 See In re Lubrizol Ent., Inc., 756 F. 2d 1043 (4th Cir. 1985).
6 See Perlman v. Catapult Entm’t, Inc. (In re Catapult Entm ’t, Inc.), 165 F. 3d 747 (9th Cir.), cert. dismissed, 528 U.S. 924 (1999); see also In re Access Beyond Technologies, Inc., 237
B.R. 32 (D. Del. 1999).
7 See Institut Pasteurv. Cambridge Biotech Corp., 104 F. ed 489, 495 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 521 U.S. 120 91997).
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au th o rity in the fed eral circu it
courts remains undecided by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
SALE OF STOCK

A company can also look to a new
infusion of equity for additional
funds. Many times, when the finan
cial or cash flow condition of the
company is tenuous, the new investor
wants to invest only if the company’s
debt has been restructured or if their
equity stake substantially dilutes or
eliminates the original equity hold
ers. The new equity investor essen
tially makes its equity investment on
the effective date of the debtor’s plan
of reorganization, at the same time
the plan restructures or discharges
old debt. Old equity is thereby
reduced or eliminated.
As with loans and sales, appeals of
plan confirmation orders are moot
unless the objector obtains a stay of
the consummation of the plan pend
ing an appeal. This perm its new
equity investors to make their invest
m ent with the assurance that the
com pany’s capital stru c tu re , as
restructured pursuant to the plan, is
attractive to the equity investors. The
most significant intellectual property
issue here is w hether the debtor

TlPo f

company can assume its intellectual
property licenses, as was done in
Cambridge Biotechnology.
Basic rules govern what can be
done in a plan or reorganization in
which new equity might invest. First,
every class must receive at least as
much as it would receive in liquida
tion. Second, the plan must be feasi
ble. After that, each class must either
vote to accept the plan or be treated
fairly and equitably. The Code
defines what is fair and equitable. As
to secured claims, they must receive
cash payment with a present value
equal to the secured claim. As to
unsecured claims, the creditors can
be paid in cash, notes, or stock, but
must receive 100% payment before
old equity can retain any interest.
However, the absolute priority rule
applies, which means that unsecured
claims must receive 100% payment
before old equity can retain any
value under the plan.
Assume, for example, that a com
pany has an enterprise value of $100,
secured debt of $25, and unsecured
debt of $37.50. The secured claims
will be paid in full, either in cash or
under terms agreed to in the Plan of
R eorganization. T he u nsecured
claims of $37.50 can be paid in full,

by giving them 50% of the common
stock of the reorganized company.
(This value is one half of the enter
prise value remaining after subtract
ing the secured debt burden of the
reorganized company.) The remain
ing 50% stock of the company is
available then to be split between the
old and new equity. The stake allo
cated to new equity will depend on
the amount of cash invested and the
importance of the cash, especially if
cash is critical to allow the company
to emerge from bankruptcy.
The amount of the reorganized
debtor’s stock that goes to old unse
cured claims, old equity, and the
new investor is much negotiated and
can be resolved by the Court. The
new investor is the only one of these
parties who can walk away from a
deal with its money in its pocket if it
does not like the structure imposed
by the Court. On the other hand, if
the new investor likes the result, it
can then invest in a company with a
capital structure that it likes. X
Zack Clement, JD, and Johnathan Bolton,
JD, are with Fulbright & Jaworski Attor
neys, Houston, and Carmen R. Eggleston,
CPA/ABV, is with Intecap, Inc., Houston.
She can be reached at ceggleston@intecap.com.

soned judgm ent and professional
experience.
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1. CORRECTING MISUSED JARGON

TWENTY-FIVE EXPERT TESTIMONY
PROCEDURES
Expert testimony procedures you should know before going to trial or deposition.

By Frank C. Carr, ASA, and Robert F. R eilly, CPA/ABV
CPA experts are called upon to pro
vide litigation services and expert tes
timony services related to a variety of
disputes. Following are 25 practical
procedures for analysts who provide
litigation support-expert testimony
4

services. They are not in any particu
lar order of significance and are
merely recommendations. As with all
professional procedures, expert testi
mony procedures are ultimately a
matter of the individual analyst’s rea

Intentionally or unintentionally,
lawyers frequently misuse technical
jargon in deposition and trial ques
tions. If the lawyer’s question
includes incorrect use of jargon, it is
usually a mistake for the analyst to
answer the question before correct
ing it, even if the analyst’s answer
correctly uses jargon. The recom
mended procedure is to restate the
question using the correct jargon
and then answer the question using
the correct jargon.
It is a good idea to tell the lawyer
“I have to restate your question in
order to use the correct technical
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terminology.” It is also a good idea
to ask the lawyer “Before I answer, is
that a fair restatement of your ques
tion?” If the lawyer demands that the
expert answer the question as previ
ously misstated, the analyst may have
to respond, “Respectfully, I just can’t
answer the question as you phrased
it because it contains important tech
nical errors.” Although the use ofjar
gon may seem to be a semantic issue
to some, the precise use of technical
terminology is important in analyses
and testimony.
2 . CLARIFYING QUESTIONS

The most frequently recommended
procedure is to make sure that the
expert completely understands the
lawyer’s question before answering.
If the analyst has any uncertainty as
to what the lawyer is asking, then the
expert should ask that the question
either be rephrased or be clarified.
A lternatively, the analyst could
restate the unclear question in order
to eliminate the confusion. It may be
a good idea for the analyst to preface
the restated question with “Let me
make sure I understand your ques
tion. Are you asking m e...?”
It is im portant to all parties to
the litigation (that is, principals,
lawyers, finders of fact) that the
record of the expert’s testimony be
unambiguously clear. In order for
the record to be clear, both the
lawyer’s question and the expert’s
answer have to be easily—and cor
rectly—u n d e rsto o d . R em em ber
that if the analyst cannot un d er
stand the examining lawyer’s ques
tion, then it is likely that the finder
of fact will n o t u n d e rsta n d the
question either.
3 . ANSWERING IRRELEVANT QUESTIONS

If the lawyer’s question is clear and
the analyst understands the ques
tion, then the expert should answer
the specific question—and only the
question—that was asked. This pro
cedure is relevant even if the ques
tion is irrelevant to the topic of the
examination. It is not the analyst’s
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responsibility to formulate a “better”
(th a t is, m ore relevant or m ore
important) question for the lawyer.
If the analyst understands the ques
tion and knows the answer, then the
best procedure is to directly answer
the question. The analyst should not
suggest a more appropriate, mean
ingful, or relevant question. And, the
analyst should not explain why the
subject question is uninformed or
irrelevant.
If the examining lawyer wants to
ask an irrelevant question and the
analyst understands and can answer
the question, then the expert should
answer as succinctly as possible. The
analyst should not steer the examin
ing lawyer into a more productive
line of questioning.
4 . ANSW ERING MULTIPLE AND
COMPOUND QUESTIONS

It is usually a good idea not to answer
multiple or compound questions. An
example of a multiple question is:
“Did you review this document? And,
did it affect your conclusion?” An
example of a compound question is:
“Did you review documents X, Y, and
Z?” The reason not to answer such
questions is that a correct answer can
be confusing and ambiguous in a
written record. For example, if the
analyst answers “no” to the multiple
questions, the finder of fact may won
der if the expert did not review the
document, or did review the docu
ment but the review did not affect
the expert’s conclusion. In other
words, the record may not be clear as
to which of the questions the analyst
answered “no ” to. Similarly, if the
analyst answers “n o ” to the com
pound question, the finder of fact
may be uncertain as to whether the
expert did not review any of the doc
uments X, Y, and Z, or did review
one or two of the three documents
and did not review the other one or
two of the three documents.
To avoid unintentional ambigu
ity in the record, the analyst should
ask the examining lawyer to restate
the multiple or compound question

as a series of simple questions, one
at a time.
5. TAKING TIME TO THINK

The answers to deposition and trial
questions do not have time limits.
The analyst should not feel obligated
to answer im m ediately—or even
quickly. Rather, a good procedure
when answering an exam ination
question is first, think about the
question; second, think ab out a
clear, cogent, and concise answer;
and then answer the question.
It is always a good idea to wait at
least a few seconds before answering
either a direct or a cross-examina
tion question. Both in a deposition
and at trial, those few seconds allow
the expert time to organize a mean
ingful answer. In a deposition or
trial, those few seconds allow the
court reporter to prepare for the
answer; this helps avoid a garbled
testimony transcript. During cross
exam ination, those few seconds
allow the client’s lawyer to raise any
appropriate objections. And at trial,
those few seconds allow the finder of
fact to digest mentally the question
and prepare to hear the answer.
6 . FIELDING FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS

CPA experts often encounter such
cross-examination follow-up questions
as “Where does it say that in your
expert report?” or “It doesn’t say that
in your expert report, does it?” These
questions are intended to imply that
the written expert report is inade
quate or incomplete, that the analyst
changed his or her conclusion
between the time the expert report
was issued and the occasion of the
expert testimony, or that some aspect
of the analyst’s testimony is inconsis
tent with what was written in the
expert report. The analyst may con
sider the following response to this
type of question: “I endeavored to
make my expert report as comprehen
sive as possible. In my previous
answer, I was simply expanding on the
description (or the conclusion, or the
data, etc.) presented in my report.”
5
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7 . RESPONDING TO LEADING QUESTIONS

To keep the record clear, the analyst
usually should not answer leading
questions. Leading questions often
start with “Isn’t it true...?” An exam
ple of a leading question would be
“Isn’t it true that you didn’t even per
form procedure X during your analy
sis?” For the benefit of the finder of
fact and the examining lawyer, the
analyst should clearly and concisely
explain his or her problems with the
leading question. Unless the analyst
is totally comfortable with the word
ing of the leading question, the ana
lyst should not hesitate to ask the
examining lawyer to rephrase the
question before answering.
8 . COMPLETING ANSWERS

It is im portant for the analyst to
answer all questions completely. This
may not be as easy as it sounds.
Sometimes, examining lawyers will
cut off the expert’s answers, either
deliberately or unintentionally. For
the benefit of the finder of fact, the
analyst should not allow his or her
answers to be cut off. If the examin
ing lawyer cuts off the answer with
“You’ve answered the question,” the
analyst can respond to the finder of
fact, “No, I have not com pletely
answered the question.” When nec
essary, the analyst may directly
address the finder of fact with a state
ment such as, “I didn’t answer the
last question completely and I would
like to ensure that the record is com
plete in that regard.”
The analyst may e n c o u n te r a
lawyer who admonishes, “ Answer
this question with a ‘yes’ or ‘no.’”
For the benefit of the finder of fact
and in order to ensure the complete
ness of the record, an appropriate
response may be, “A yes or no
answer would not completely answer
the question and may be misleading
to the Court.”
9 . REFERRING TO EXPERT REPORTS

During expert testimony, the written
expert report is the analyst’s best
friend. This is true when the analyst
6

testifies at trial or during a deposi
tion. Accordingly, the analyst should
always bring any w ritten ex p ert
report to the witness stand (or to the
deposition). It is appropriate to refer
to the written report as often as pos
sible and it is appropriate for the
analyst to read from the ex p ert
report when fitting, particularly to
refresh the analyst’s recollection.
Remember that expert testimony is
not a memory test!

fundamental truth of the expert con
clusions and opinions. Consider as
an analogy, the missionary who does
n’t convert the unbeliever to his reli
gious beliefs, but never loses faith in
the truth of his or her conviction.
Similarly, even if the finder of fact
doesn’t agree with the expert opin
ion, the analyst should always believe
in the truth of his or her expert
opinion.

10. PREPARING BY REVIEW

Unless absolutely certain of the
answer, the analyst should not trust
his or her memory. Also, the analyst
should never guess the answer to a
question, either in direct examina
tion or in cross-examination. It is
always appropriate for the analyst to
refer to the expert report, when nec
essary. It is also appropriate to refer
to a specific document to “refresh
your recollection.”
In both trial and deposition testi
mony, it is appropriate for the ana
lyst to take all the time necessary to
read completely all documents that
are being asked about. It is appropri
ate to take the necessary time to
“refresh your recollection” about a
document, a work paper, or a data
source, for example. When it is the
truthful answer, the analyst should
not hesitate to admit, “I don’t recall”
or “I don’t know.”

13. REFRESHING YOUR M EM ORY

To be fully p rep a re d to p resen t
expert testimony, the analyst should
review all analyses and work papers
just prior to presenting expert testi
mony. The analyst should review any
analysis notes and any written expert
report just before presenting expert
testimony. Of course, it is important
for the expert to be familiar with the
facts of the case in litigation. In addi
tion, the analyst should be familiar
with—and be prepared to explain—
the expert report.
11. FACING THE JUDGE OR JURY

As with the presentation of any oral
report, the analyst should remember
who the audience is for the expert
testimony. When answering ques
tion, the analyst should talk directly
to the judge (or to the jury). If the
layout of the courtroom permits, the
analyst should turn to face the judge
or jury when answering questions.
The analyst should remember that
the expert’s role in the litigation
process is to educate, enlighten, and
convince the finder of fact. It has
been said that the role of a testifying
expert is somewhere between that of
a professor and a preacher.
12. BEING A TRUE BELIEVER

Expert witnesses always tell the truth
as they believe it. Expert witnesses
always “win” if they honestly and fac
tually assert their opinions. As expert
witnesses, analysts should believe in
the “truth” of their expert analyses
and conclusions, demonstrating to
the finder of fact a conviction in the

14. ENSURING THE PROPER CONTEXT

Experts are often confronted with
short quotations from their written
expert reports, from the opposing
expert’s reports, from learned books
and treatises, and so on. The analyst
should not feel compelled to agree
with short quotations that are taken
out of context. The analyst should
not feel compelled to read—and the
analyst should not allow the oppos
ing attorney to read—only partial
quotes from a written expert report,
a treatise, a document, a journal arti
cle, and so on. It is always appropri
ate to read the entire quotation
first—and then read the entire quo
tation into the re c o rd —before
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answering the question. In fact, it
may be appropriate to read several
p arag rap h s—or even an en tire
page—if necessary, before answering
a question regarding a quotation. It
is important for the expert to always
put any quotation in its proper con
text before answering the related
question.
15. EDUCATING, NOT ARGUING

It is inappropriate for an expert to
argue during testimony, either with
the examining attorney or with the
finder of fact. It is also inappropriate
for an expert to get overly excited. It
is helpful for analysts to recall the
deodorant product television com
mercial slogan: “Never let them see
you sweat.” Instead, it is common for
experienced experts to assume an
academic attitude during testimony.
After all, professors don’t argue with
their students; they educate their stu
dents. The expert witness is in the
courtroom to give expert advice to—
that is, to educate—the trier of fact.
It is not the role of the expert to
litigate the case; that’s the lawyer’s
job. Nor is it the role of the expert to
decide the case; that’s the job of the
trier of fact. It is usually inappropri
ate for an expert to advocate for the
position of his or her client. It is
entirely appropriate, however, for
the analyst to advocate the truth of
his or her professional opinion.
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mistakes, correct them , and con
tinue with their testimony.
17. ADDRESSING INCONSISTENCIES

It is appropriate for the analysts to
admit any material methodological
or conceptual inconsistencies with,
for example, prior expert reports,
expert testimony, or publications. If
it is relevant to the inconsistencies, it
is a p p ro p riate for the analyst to
explain how the facts and circum
stances in the instant case are differ
ent from previous litigation cases or
previous reports on the subject. It is
appropriate for the analyst to admit
if his or her methodology, research,
and so on, have changed over time.
It is intellectually honest for the ana
lyst to admit, “I’ve changed my opin
ion on that issue.”
18. COMPLYING W ITH STANDARDS

16. ADM ITTING ERRORS AND OMISSIONS

It is appropriate for the analyst to
admit any inconsistencies in his or
her analysis with (and departures
from) the Uniform Standards of Profes
sional Appraisal Practice (USPAP),
other professional standards, profes
sional society and association stan
dards, generally accepted industry
practices, and authoritative texts and
treatises on the subject at issue.
Nonetheless, it is equally appropriate
for the analyst to explain why these
analytical inconsistencies and depar
tures are appropriate given the spe
cific facts and circumstances of the
subject analysis.

During expert testimony, it is always
appropriate for the analyst to admit
mistakes, if there are any. It is also
appropriate for the analyst to admit
omissions, if any. Expert witnesses
are sometimes confronted with the
question: “If you had known XXX,
would that change your opinion of
the value (or damages or transfer
price) associated with the intellec
tual property?” If the truthful answer
is “yes,” then that is the appropriate
answer. Intellectually honest experts
can change their opinions based on
new information. It is a truism that
even the best experts admit their

During the voir dire phase of the
expert witness qualification at trial,
experts frequently are asked the fol
lowing type of question: “Are you an
expert in the XYZ industry?” The
question is intended to imply that
the analyst does not have the appro
priate experience or expertise to
perform the subject analysis. The
analyst may consider an answer such
as “I am an expert in valuing intel
lectual properties (or analyzing lost
profits, economic damages, or trans
fer prices) in XYZ industry. My testi

19. CONFIRM ING EXPERTISE

mony is based on my experience
and expertise as a financial advisor
and not on any operational experi
ence in this particular industry.”
2 0 . ATTESTING TO ADEQUACY AND
APPROPRIATENESS

If the analyst is confident with the
expert analyses and conclusions, the
analyst should readily admit to any—
• Procedures that were not p er
formed.
• Interviews th at were no t con
ducted.
• D ocum ents th at were not
reviewed.
• Research that was not completed.
The analyst should explain com
pletely what procedures were per
formed and why, and what proce
dures were not performed and why
not.
The analyst should be confident
when explaining why the procedures
or analyses perform ed were ade
quate and appropriate under the cir
cumstances. If the analyst believes
that a thorough and rigorous analy
sis was performed, then the analyst
should not be defensive about any
p ro ced u res th a t were no t p e r
formed.
2 1 . ASSERTING PROFESSIONAL
COMPETENCE

As a confident and competent pro
fessional, the analyst should not be
defensive about experience or cre
dentials. Rather, the analyst should
be proud of whatever experience
and credentials he or she has. For
example, if the analyst doesn’t hold
a doctorate degree, then it is not
appropriate to become defensive or
argumentative. Rather, it is better for
the analyst to simply admit that he or
she doesn’t hold a Ph.D. Of course,
it is appropriate to forthrightly admit
any negative deficiencies in profes
sional experience or credentials.
Likewise, it is equally appropriate for
the analyst to stress all the positives
about professional experience and
credentials, particularly those related
to the subject matter.
7
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2 2 . TAKING ADVANTAGE OF RE-DIRECT
EXAM INATION

Experienced experts appreciate the
importance of the re-direct examina
tion phase of expert testimony. The
re-direct examination period is the
analyst’s opportunity to expand on
areas of direct exam ination testi
mony that were questioned during
cross examination, to clarify any con
fusion that may have occurred dur
ing the questions and answers in
cross examination, and to complete
any otherwise incomplete answers to
questions, such as those cut off by
opposing counsel during cross exam
ination. Re-direct examination pro
vides the analyst with the opportu
nity to c o rre c t any m istaken
impressions that may have occurred
during cross examination.
2 3 . DOING W HAT YOU SAID

This procedure actually applies to
both expert testimony and expert
written reports: Do what you said,
and say what you did. In o th e r
words, the analyst should perform all
of the p ro ced u res and analyses
described in the expert report or in
the expert testimony. And in the
expert report and in testimony, the
analyst should clearly and com 
pletely describe all of the procedures
and analyses that were performed
during the engagement.

2 4 . ORG ANIZING W ORK PAPER FILES

It is not uncommon for opposing
counsel to subpoena copies of all of
the analyst’s work papers, files, refer
ence materials, and so on prepared
during the engagem ent. Accord
ingly, before any expert report is
issued (or expert testimony is pre
sented), the analyst should ensure
that the case work paper files are
organized and complete. Once the
subpoena is served, the files have to
be copied and turned over “as is.”
T herefore, any extraneous docu
ments or data should be removed
from the case work paper files before
the subpoena arrives. Further, all
analyses that were not completed or
relied upon by the analyst should be
discarded before the work papers
are subpoenaed. If it is the analyst’s
practice, all drafts of expert reports
should be discarded once the final
expert report is issued.
If subpoenaed, whatever docu
m ents are included in the work
paper file will have to be produced
to opposing counsel. The analyst
should expect that the opposing
lawyer will thoroughly scrutinize the
work paper file. And the analyst
should expect that the opposing
lawyer will apply a negative interpre
tation to ambiguous memos, notes,
report drafts, and the like, in the file.
A ccordingly, before the ex p ert

PREVENTING AND DETECTING FRAUD
Corporate managers and directorsfind the services offorensic accountants more
satisfying than those of otherfraud investigators.
Corporate fraud seems to dominate
headlines of late, and many reasons
can be offered for this attention.
Whatever the reasons, the reality is
that the number of frauds reported
in the m edia is increasing. In its
2002 biennial survey of managers
and directors of corporations world
wide, Ernst & Young (E&Y) looked
8

at the number of headlines reported
in Reuters business briefing in the
past ten years. In that period, nearly
385,000 articles reported on fraud.
More striking, however, is the almost
doubling of the annual number of
headlines from 38,499 ten years ago
to 89,397 one year ago.
A cynic might attribute this appar-

report is issued, the analyst’s work
paper file should be ready for con
trarian review.
2 5 . DEALING W ITH DOCUMENT SCRUTINY

Opposing counsel usually has the
right to inspect all notes, files, and
reports that the expert brings to the
deposition or the witness stand. This
includes handwritten notes the ana
lyst has made on his or her copy of
the expert report. Analysts sometimes
prepare such notes to help organize
th eir thoughts before providing
expert testimony. The analyst should
be aware, however, that any docu
ments brought to the deposition or
trial may be subject to a thorough
contrarian review. If the analyst does
not wish to have his or her notes,
annotated reports, or other docu
ments subject to scrutiny, then the
analyst should not bring these docu
ments to the deposition or trial. X

Frank Carr, ASA, is a principal in the
Chicago office of Willamette Management
Associates. He can be reached at 7733 9 9 -4 3 3 3 or at fccarr@ w illam ette.com .
Robert Reilly, CPA /A B V, is a managing
director of the firm and is resident in the
Chicago office. He can be reached at 773399-4318 or at rfreilly@willamette.com.

ent growth to a declining civilization.
An optimist, however, might see it as
evidence not only of more successful
fraud detection than in the past but
also of more willingness of organiza
tions to pursue recovery of assets as
well as press criminal charges against
fraudsters.
Even so, in an aptly titled report,
“Fraud: The Unmanaged Risk,” E&Y
asserts that the reported fraud cases
are “only the tip of the iceberg, as
only ab out 20% of frauds are
exposed and in the public domain.
Many frauds are either discovered
but not made public or have not yet
been detected.”
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FORENSIC ACCOUNTANTS: INDEPENDENT
SPECIALISTS

With the challenge to fight fraud
come o p p o rtu n ities for CPAs to
investigate fraud and to help organi
zations avoid being d efrauded.
Although according to the E&Y sur
vey, organizations most frequently
turn to employees to
investigate in te rn al
fraud, m anagers and
directors are most satis
fied with the perfor
m ance of forensic
accountants in investi
gating fraud.
Forensic acco u n 
tants were asked to
conduct only one in
five investigations. The
report notes, however,
th a t “this is m uch
higher than in prior
years, reflecting an
increasing tendency to draw in spe
cialist and in d ep en d en t skills on
complex cases.” Furthermore, 88%
of respondents were satisfied with
the forensic investigations.
Police were asked to conduct a

quarter of the investigations, but
their efforts were least satisfactory.
The rem ainder of investigations
were referred to the external auditor
(13%) or external lawyer (10%),
whose services were found satisfac
tory by more than half the respon
dents. (See “Were You Satisfied?”)

Educating Employees on
Fraud
The recently released “How Fraud
Hurts You and Your Organization” is
a free, one-hour training program
th a t helps organizations educate
their employees about fraud. It pro

In a 2002 report
on future career
opportunities,
U.S. News and
World R e p o rte d
forensic accounting
as a growth area.

INSIDE JOBS BY THE
USUAL SUSPECTS?

The survey re p o rt
offers useful informa
tion about who the
likely corporate fraud
sters are, what compa
nies can learn from
having fraud investi
gated, and what they
can do to help prevent
and detect fraud. Most
fraudsters (85%) were
on the company pay
roll. O f th at group,
more than half of the perpetrators
(55%) came from management.
In a similar survey two years ear
lier, only a third of fraud arose from
the ranks of management, according
to Nick Hodson, an E&Y partner in

Were You Satisfied?
Not satisfied
when used
■

Satisfied
when used

vides descriptions of three fraud
schemes, including interviews with
the fraudsters themselves, as well
as an overview of how employees
can protect themselves and their
company against fraud. The pro
gram can be viewed on the Internet
at w w w .aicpa.org/antifraud/training/homepage.htm.

charge of investigative and forensic
accounting. This 20% increase Hod
son thinks “would indicate there is a
disturbing rise in the am ount of
fraud by managers.” Hodson adds,
“We can also conclude from the
study that it pays to keep a close eye
on new management since 85% of
the managers committing the largest
frauds have been in their jobs less
than a year.”
O rganizations are much m ore
concerned about asset misappropria
tion than any other type of fraud.
Asset misappropriation was identi
fied by almost two-thirds of respon
dents as the worst outcome of fraud,
while 21% were most worried about
financial statement reporting fraud.
PREVENTION THAT WORKS

Police

External
lawyers

Source: Ernst & Young

External
auditors

Employees

Forensics

Organizations had fraud investigated
prim arily to d eterm in e the full
extent of the fraud, thereby learning
lessons th at would help prevent
more fraud. Frequently, the same
organization will be defrauded in the
same way either in a different loca
tion or at a later time.
Survey respondents think that
internal controls are the best way to
prevent and detect fraud. Even so,
Hodson observes that in E&Ys expe
rience in investigating fraud, “there
is more often than not an internal
9
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control that should have prevented
or detected the crime, but it was
either overridden, or not properly
understood by the staff responsible
for the control.”
Management review and internal
audit are also seen as useful in pre
venting and detecting fraud. In addi
tion, more organizations are imple
menting formal means for whistle
blowing, such as reporting hotlines.
A lthough respondents viewed
external audit as a preventive factor,
most think fraud is more likely to be
detected by accident than by exter-

Preventive Measures
The AICPA and several other professional organizations have developed a docu
ment that will help CPA consultants help clients combat fraud. Management
Antifraud Programs and Controls: Guidance to Help Prevent, Deter, and Detect
Fraud identifies the measures an organization can take to prevent, deter, and
detect fraud. These include creating an honest and ethical corporate culture,
evaluating antifraud processes and controls, and developing an appropriate
oversight process. Strong antifraud programs and controls such as these can
help businesses of all sizes save revenue, enhance market value, avert civil law
suits, and maintain a positive image.
M a n a g e m e n t A n ti-F ra u d P rogram s an d C o n tro ls can be a c c e s s e d a t
www.aicpa.org/antifraud/management.htm.

The course aims to help CPAs enhance professional skepti

CPAs Need to Dedicate Time
to Fraud Education

cism and improve decision processes. Offering eight CPE
credits, the course highlights—
•

The fraud-related responsibilities of CPAs and company

•

The new responsibilities imposed by the Sarbanes-Oxley

•

What’s new about the new fraud audit standard, SAS No. 99.

•

The CPA’s duties under the Private Litigation Securities

•

Why CPAs should understand the sociological factors

•

Challenges and strategies for CPAs dealing with finan

of fraud,” Melancon said, “because the entire nature of

•

The most common asset misappropriation frauds.

fraud is stealth and deception.”

•

The most dangerous form of cash fraud: fraudulent dis

CPAs have always played a central role in fraud prevention,
detection, and deterrence. From helping small businesses
find holes in internal controls to providing reasonable
assurance that no material fraud exists in a financial state
ment, the CPA is frequently the first line of defense in com
bating fraud.
S till, says Barry M elancon, AICPA President and CEO,

management.
Act of 20 0 2 .

Reform Act.
leading to fraud.

many CPAs are unaware of how prevalent fraud is, espe
cially among small businesses, and of the tricks that many

cial statem ent fraud.

fraudsters play. “CPAs need to understand the intricacies

But with fraud a growing problem in companies of all sizes,
CPAs in business and industry also benefit from commit
ting more tim e to fraud education.
CPAs providing services to small businesses— either as

bursements.
•

Developing corporate strategy for preventing fraud.

The price for “Fraud and the CPA” (Product No. 7 3 1 8 1 0 ) is
$ 9 9 for AICPA members and $ 1 2 3 .7 5 for non-members.

employees or as advisors— need especially to be aware.

Another valuable AICPA reference to help your clients man

“The reality,” explains Joseph T. Wells, Chairman of the

age the risk of fraud is The CPA’s Handbook of Fraud and

Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE), “is that

Commercial Crime Prevention (product no. 0 5 6 5 0 4 ). It is

fraud occurs more frequently in sm all businesses and

an annually updated tool containing systematic prescrip

causes more damage. CPAs are likely to be the first to

tive programs and ready-to-use industry- and situation-spe

spot the problem or the professional to set up the kind of

cific checklists created by leading fraud-prevention profes

controls that can prevent it.”

sionals and forensic accounting experts. A subscription

Supporting CPAs in getting the fraud education they need
is a new CPE course, on interactive CD-ROM, called “Fraud
and the CPA.” Developed jointly by the AICPA and the

includes the Report on Fraud, a bimonthly newsletter ana
lyzing recent schemes and preventive measures. AICPA
members $180; non-members $ 2 2 5 .

ACFE, the course provides CPAs with a baseline education

For more information about these fraud prevention products

in fraud prevention, detection and deterrence. Fraud spe

or to read about the AlCPA’s ongoing antifraud campaign,

cialists share insights into how fraud occurs within a com

visit the Spotlight area of th e Antifraud and Corporate

pany and how CPAs can better assist corporate America in

Responsibility Resource Center at www.aicpa.org/antifraud

detecting and preventing all types of fraud.

or call toll-free, 88 8-777-7077.
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nal auditors. About two-thirds of
respondents believed that external
auditors should be responsible for
detecting fraud.
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Do Fraud Awareness Programs Work?
No

FRAUD AWARENESS

More than half of organizations
have codified guidelines on dealing
with ethical and fraud related issues.
These guidelines included codes of
co n d u ct, governance codes,
response plans, and antifraud poli
cies. This finding is encouraging
because in the 2000 survey only a
third had such policies.
Encouraging too is the response
of m ore than 60% of those sur
veyed that they were training staff
in the use of their policies. In the
2000 survey only 30% indicated
they had trained staff.
A pparently m ore needs to be
done, however, because 92% of
re s p o n d e n ts did n o t in te g ra te
responsibility for these policies into
em ployee p e rfo rm a n c e a g re e 
ments, and less than half thought
that the policies made a difference

F Y I...
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE AICPA
BUSINESS DAMAGES
SURVEY
Many CPAs perform business dam
age (also known as lost profits dam
age) calculations. CPAs who provide
these types of services typically are
retained as expert witnesses in law
suits. To determine the ways CPAs
typically perform such calculations
and the characteristics of those indi
viduals and their firms, the AICPA
conducted its Business Damages Sur
vey. The research was designed in
co o p eratio n with the Econom ic
Damages Task Force of the AICPA’s
Litigation and Dispute Resolution
Services Subcom m ittee and p er

Don't
Know
Yes

Source: Ernst & Young

Staff would
recognize
fraud

Policies
understood
by staff

Policies
make a
difference

Integrated
into performance
management

or th a t em ployees u n d e rsto o d
them. (See “Do Fraud Awareness
Programs Work?”)
Commenting on employees’ lack
of understanding, E&Y’s Hodson
said, “There’s a lot more work to be

d o n e to m ake com panies m ore
fraud resistant—simple, low-cost
tra in in g can offer sig n ifican t
increases in fraud awareness, which
can lead to prevention and detec
tion.”

formed by IntelliSurvey via an Inter
net-based tool.
An invitation was sent via email to
about 9,300 AICPA members who
had expressed interest in litigation
services. Approxim ately 8,000 of
those email addresses were valid and
about 1,400 individuals requested to
be removed from the survey panel.
The survey was conducted from Sep
tember 28, 2002 to October 11, 2002.
During that time, 398 completed the
survey, a 6% completion rate.

The survey displayed a wide diver
sity in practices or approaches in
many of the technical aspects of busi
ness damage calculations. The diver
sity among the practitioners can basi
cally be attributed to—
• Different facts and circumstances
of the particular lawsuits.
• D ifferences in ju risd ic tio n a l
requirements or practices.
• Misapplication of methodology.
Because each lawsuit is unique
in facts and circumstances and in
the appropriate law, specific dam
age approaches and considerations
can differ. T he courts have not
indicated a preference for a partic
ular methodology to calculate busi
ness dam ages as th e re is little
related case law. We can conclude
that the courts recognize that busi
ness damages should not be limited
to a particular damage m ethodol
ogy or set of variables because one
prescribed methodology may not

KEY FINDINGS

CPAs performing business damage
calculations tend to be older practi
tioners. That half of the respondents
were age 50 or over and 84% were
age 40 or over is a natural expecta
tion, as those with more experience
would generally have more expertise
and, accordingly, would tend to be
perceived as more qualified by juries
and judges.

11
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make the plaintiff whole in every
circumstance. Nevertheless, good
practice in determ ining business
damages should be based on the
application of sound financial the
ory, reasonable assumptions, and
the correct application of the facts
under the circumstances. Educa
tion about such matters and a good
understanding of the role of the
expert witness are desirable for the
practitioner and can be obtained
from a variety o f sources. O ne
source is the AICPA’s N ational
Conference on Advanced Litigation
Services and Fraud.
The survey results indicate practi
tioners may need a better under
standing in the area of the appropri
ate discount rate to determine the
present value of future lost profits
and its relationship to the income
stream. Another potential area is a
better understanding of the legal

co n cep t of m aking the p lain tiff
whole as the measure of compen
satory damages. Also, practitioners
with little experience in performing
damage calculations or testifying
should spend time refining their
technical and presentation skills
through continuing education.
Finally, it is recommended that
practitioners exercise caution when
relying on the attorney’s instructions
to make critical assumptions in the
m easurem ent of damages unless
they are reasonable assumptions or
legal requirements. Juries and judges
expect CPAs to bring all of their
expertise into the courtroom includ
ing those skills that allow them to
evaluate financial assum ptions.
Although it may not be practical in
every situation to evaluate all
assumptions, the practitioner should
understand that juries and judges
have certain expectations of the CPA

who testifies as an expert.
The survey report “The AICPA
Business Damages Survey: Select
F in d in g s” is published in the
A pril/M ay 2003 CPA Consultant
(which is sent to members of the
AICPA Consulting Services Section).
The author of the study, Michael A.
Crain, CPA/ABV, ASA, CFE is a
sh a re h o ld er with Peed, Koross,
Finkelstein & Crain, P.A. in Ft. Laud
erdale, Florida. He practices primar
ily in the forensic accounting, dam
ages, and business valuation areas.
He is a c u rre n t m em ber of the
AICPA’s Business Valuation Subcom
mittee and a past member of the Lit
igation and Dispute Resolution Ser
vices Subcom m ittee. He can be
reached at mcrain@pkfccpa.com
To obtain a copy of the survey
report, contact wmoran@aicpa.org.
Only hard copies are available, so be
sure to include a mailing address. X
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